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SERVICE 
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WRITTEN 

18 TRAFFIC STOPS 34 BAKER ACTS 1 

WATCH COMMANDER:    Stuart/Ditolla DATE: 8/22/2019 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Stolen 
vehicle 

19-78154 E SR 100 (Hertz) Hertz advised on 7/18/19 a male using the name “Dave Smith” used 
a credit card to rent a 2019 Gray Dodge Charger.  The vehicle was 
supposed to be returned to the rental car company on 8/1/19. And 
has yet to be returned.  Upon attempting to charge the suspect for 
the additional rental time, it was learned that the credit card he 
used had a different name on the account at Chase Bank.  A search 
in David and NCIC with the identification information provided by 
Hertz yielded negative results.  Suspect information is unknown at 
this time.  Report by DS Dalrymple. 

Domestic 
Disturbance-
Physical 

19-78138 Pineland Ln S1 advised her mother and brother attacked her.  Upon arrival in 
the area, Deputies observed the mother and brother walking on 
Pinelynn Dr.  After investigation it was determined S1 attacked her 
brother and mother.  Punching both of them.  Both victims were 
provided DV paperwork and photos were taken.  S1 was placed 
under arrest reference DV Batt x 2 and DV Agg Assault.  BA 
paperwork completed and left with the Jail.  Report by DS Quintieri   

Found 
Property 

19-78169 Old Kings Road Keys were found at Pine Lakes Pwy and Wellwater Dr. and turned 
over to PSO Laverne at the District 2 office. Keys put into evidence 
for safe keeping. Description below. 

Traffic stop 19-78280 Whiteview@US1 Traffic stop conducted on a white Chevrolet. A probable cause 
search of the vehicle revealed hydrocodone, oxycodone, and a large 
amount of assorted weapons (Firearm, small sword, baseball bat, 
brass knuckles, two knives, extended 30 round magazine, and 
handcuffs). Driver S1 placed under arrest for possession of 
hydrocodone, possession of oxycodone. Report by DS Conway. 

Missing 
Person 
Juvenile 

19-78067 Pine Street M1 was reported missing by his foster parent was last seen last 
night 8/21/19 before going to bed. M1 may possibly be in Ormond. 
M1 was entered into NCIC/FCIC as missing by communication. See 
report by Deputy Kuleski for further.   
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